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National Geographic Kids Everything Rocks
It’s been 51 years since an F5 tornado—the most powerful category of twisters—last struck a major U.S. city. Lubbock, Texas, still bears the scars.
Survivors recall the terror of the first F5 tornado
But in 2001, the Brookhaven National Laboratory in Upton, New York, found that muons seem to wobble slightly faster than the Standard Model predicts. Now, two decades later, Fermilab’s Muon g-2 ...
New experiment hints that a particle breaks the known laws of physics
This inspires parents to snap photos of their kids in fields of purplish blooms ... Texas or use the National Geographic Texas Hill Country Destination Touring Map and Guide for must-see spots.
How did the bluebonnet become a symbol of Texas?
“This is the kitchen sink of physics, right? Everything is in there,” says McGill University’s Daryl Haggard, who helped coordinate the multiwavelength observations. “We’re really starti ...
New black hole images contain clues to cosmic mysteries
located in the Great Smoky Mountains National Park. Together, the fireflies glow in a series of synchronous bursts before plunging everything into darkness—a pattern that repeats for hours as ...
See fireflies magically light up this national park
“It’s impossible.” The National Geographic Society, committed to illuminating and protecting the wonder of our world, funded Explorer Armando Vega’s work. Learn more about the Society’s ...
Andean glaciers are melting, reshaping centuries-old Indigenous rituals
This story appears in the July 2017 issue of National Geographic magazine ... and traveled in everything from snowmobiles to the Goodyear blimp.” Skerry is a founding fellow of the International ...
Meet the Man Who Has Spent 10,000 Hours Underwater
In fact, during the past 18 years, the 53-year-old truckers, whose identical beards reach down to their chests, have driven more than three million miles together, hauling everything from diapers ...
A Thing or Two About Twins
“If you were to draw a Venn diagram of the things that need to line up to get a great whale picture, the part in the middle would be tiny,” says National Geographic photographer and Explorer ...
Like us, whales have culture. But how do you photograph it?
Below us, a school of 12-inch, bigeye scad—like mackerel but with enormous eyes—fed on everything that had ... The nonprofit National Geographic Society, working to conserve Earth’s ...
Baby fish have started eating plastic. We haven’t yet seen the consequences
The DoL listed its occupants as everything from milliners to governesses, librarians, and saleswomen. Among the requirements for admission were things like “good character,” “self-supporting ...
The lost age of women-only hotels
The hostilities in Florida may be but a preview of a coming national onslaught of bothersome ... on the Everglades pales in comparison to everything else we humans have visited on the region.
Giant lizards, hissing ducks, and pythons: Florida has an invasive species problem
But to Wang, the Wood Mackenzie analyst, it’s much better than nothing. “It doesn’t have to be everything,” she says. “Just start somewhere.” ...
Gas heat and stoves are warming the climate. Should cities start banning them?
“We had everything to lose,” Aung says ... Perseverance is also preparing to collect the first Martian rock sample that will be returned to Earth, which could be crucial to finally learning ...
NASA Mars helicopter makes history as first vehicle to fly on another planet
Many viruses have been named for the geographic regions where they were ... viruses mutate all the time so we can’t be calling everything new names,” Abdool Karim says.
How virus variants get their confusing names—and how to make them better
“That is a goal that requires everything to go right.” The U.S. is currently the second biggest carbon emitter annually after China, with emissions of 6.6 billion metric tons in 2019. Its two ...
Biden wants to cut U.S. climate pollution in half—here’s how
“The water is mildly radioactive but so is everything honestly,” he says. “Rocks are radioactive. Bananas are radioactive because of potassium.” The bigger threat comes from the nutrients ...
Hazardous spill in Florida highlights environmental threat decades in the making
Over the next 13 years, Gero, a National Geographic Explorer ... Today machine learning drives everything from search engines, to home robot vacuums like Roomba, to autonomous vehicles.
Groundbreaking effort launched to decode whale language
I would give everything I own for the chance to interview ... enslaved Africans in Rio de Janeiro throughout Brazil, using Geographic Information System mapping (GIS) to trace the locations ...
A new tool hopes to uncover the lost ancestry of enslaved African Americans
“Suddenly everything changed ... s lack of that type of planning that has left Brazilians in the lurch. National Geographic reached out repeatedly to the Ministry of Health to comment for ...
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